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A month before the pandemic hit Norway – and the rest of the world for that 

sake - Darling West released their fourth album, “We’ll Never Know Unless We 

Try”. They managed to get through two or three shows before everutyhng was 

cancelled went into the lockdown. 

 

It may sound a bit counterintuitive to records a live album while in lockdown, 

but that is exactly what darling West decided to do. When Norway partly opened 

during the fall of 2020, the band recorded their gigs at Parkteatret in Oslo and at 

Folken in Stavanger, and these recordings make out the songs on “Live 2020”. 

Even tought the gigs were played at venues with restricted capacity, it’s nice to 

see that they can reach bigger a bigger audience with this recording. 

 

“Live 2020”, consists of songs from Darling West’s entire vcatalogue, and you 

can almost hear that they’ve been longing to play live on a stage. It had been six 

months since they’d been in front of an audience when these recordings were 

made, and the energy in the rooms were very special. This record is a document 

of this. 

 
Tracks: 

1.  River 

2.  Better Than Gold 

3.  The Sweetest Tune 

4.  Someone Like You 

5.  After My Time 

6.  Dover 

7.  Loneliness 

8.  Rolling On 

9.  Vinyl And A Heartache 

10. Can’t Help It  

Darling West are a Norwegian husband and wife act who sing in English without a distinctive 

accent. Mari and Tor Egil Kreken play their mostly acoustic stringed instruments (guitars, 

banjo, dulcimer) in distinctively American styles. While all musicians pick and choose their 

influences and who they want to sound like, Darling West’s specific inspirations are filtered 

through the band’s very “foreignness”. Their outsider perspective allows them to select what 

elements to engage without committing to them in a way that recalls Jewish composers such 

as Irving Berlin writing (superficially) Christian songs like “Easter Parade” and “White 

Christmas” without mentioning Jesus. The duo buys into the trappings of Americana without 

connecting them to more troubling themes. Read the whole article at 

https://www.popmatters.com/darling-west-well-never-know-2645825501.html  
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Biography 

 

Darling West: «We’ll Never Know Unless We Try»                      Jansen Records, 2020 

Cosmic folk. That’s the term Lucinda Williams put on Darling West after sharing the stage 

with the Norwegian duo a few years back. An appropriate term, even though their new 

material also leans into sunny West Coast landscapes. 

On “We’ll Never Know Unless We Try” the band serve up top-down-wind-in-the-hair pop 

songs along with tear-jerker ballads. With all the time spent and invested in the US the last 

three years, it just seems logical that the one and only Aaron Lee Tasjan has co-written one of 

the songs. 

Main band members Mari and Tor Egil say on the process: «After two years of intense 

touring, and meeting tons of people, we are left with a feeling that there are many good forces 

at work in the world, even though the state of things can sometimes seem hopeless. Even 

though it wasn’t a planned theme in the songwriting process, we seem to have been inspired 

by this, and that hope and encouragement has become a common thread in our lyrical 

universe this time around.» 

Darling West are always on the move. Since the release of their Spellemann-winning 

(Norwegian Grammy) album Vinyl and a Heartache (2016), they’ve been to the United States 

so often that you easily could call it their second homeland. Their Nordic twist on American 

songwriting traditions was further showcased with While I Was Asleep (2018). This time, 

parts of the new album was written in Nashville and on the tour both in the US and Europe. 

«We’ll Never Know Unless We Try» was recorded in Propeller Studios in Oslo, and is 

produced by Kåre Chr. Vestrheim (Marit Larsen, Highasakite). The music regularly pay 

tribute to heroes such as Fleetwood Mac, Jackson Browne and The Byrds, while what’s 

become the trademark Darling West sound seeps through everything: With acoustic beauty, 

gorgeous harmonies and melodies that won’t let go.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


